
Creative Launch 
Stack 

the only way for creatives to cover all the bases 

of a marketing funnel with NO added time trying 

to market yourself.

What’s Included?

Focus on your craft. We do the rest.
You are focused on creating high-quality work for your clients. The last thing you want to 
do is build and manage a marketing funnel. But, if you want to land more ideal clients, 
and raise your prices, you need a solid funnel. That’s where we come in.

Social media 
content system
Get Discovered

Done-for-you social media posting. 

Simply upload your photos & videos 

to a Google Drive folder and we will 

schedule them to your feed.

High-converting 
portfolio website
Earn more leads

You want your website to speak to 

your ideal client. Our portfolio 

websites are designed to convert 

visitors into leads at a higher rate.

Prospect 
management
Land clients

Never let a prospect slip through the 

cracks. We set you up with a CRM 

and an automatic scheduling 

system to land meetings fast.

Google Ads 
management
Be easy to find

People are actively searching for 

creatives like you, we build and 

manage Google Ads campaigns to 

help them find you easier.

$3,000 value

Bonuses 3 30-min strategy 
meetings

Strategy is at the core of everything 

we do. Each meeting is valued at 

$500. During these meetings, we 

will help you figure out how to land 

more ideal clients, and remove 

bottlenecks.

Sales keyboard & 
outreach templates

We will teach you how to create a 

native keyboard in your phone that 

has every outreach template, 

project page, calendar link, or 

payment link at your fingertips that 

will paste at the tap of a finger.

Choose-your-destiny 
video system

We will make an interactive video 

system that embeds onto your 

website through VideoAsk. You 

simply follow our steps, and we 

stitch it together and embed it onto 

your site.

Pricing

$2,000
Onboarding

Within 2 weeks, you will have you portfolio site, 

social media posting system, prospect 

management system, automatic meeting 

scheduler, and Google Ads ready to go.

$1,000 /mo

Auto-marketing

done-for-you social media posting, project 

website updates, new prospect meeting 

scheduling, and "selected works" page creation, 

and manage Google Ads.

$500 /mo

Google Ads

This is optional, but recommended. This is the 

recommended minimum monthly Google Ads 

budget to get more people onto your high-

converting portfolio site.

Full Satisfaction Guarantee
If you aren’t confident we will flood your business with clients, we will refund your entire onboarding fee.
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The guys at FitQuest are one of a kind! Ben and Braden are incredibly knowledgeable and easy to work 
with. I inquired for their service to help me create a more user friendly website to help me target a more 
specific clientele. They provided me with loads of advice on how to target a more specific revenue goal 
that I have been able to achieve after a few short months. I am thankful I hired them because I always 

know they are always available to answer any questions I have and I feel like they are part of my “team” 
within my small business. They are the guys you are looking for to help your business!  ️  ️  ️  ️ ️
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